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with almost 100 mods the user community is very busy, but i've tried to compile a list of the best of the best. some of these mods are in the frontier mod database, but the mods marked with an m are modders' own. it's a great resource for those looking to mod their games. some of the mods are also listed
on the soulstorm download page, but this is a mod list with the best of the best. i've ordered them from hardest to play to easiest to play. soulstorm started life as one of the six space hulk-style games in the mighty dawn of war series. as it was in the dawn of war series, it's a coop game where you command

an imperial guard team against hordes of monstrous alien invaders called slaugs. the game was a critical and commercial success, but it was the 6th game in the series, and fans felt a little cheated to be playing a game which was essentially a spiritual successor to dawn of war ii but wasn't. a sequel was
announced at ign's gamescom 2013 coverage, but that was quickly retitled ascension and was delayed until mid-2014. the game received its first expansion, winter assault, in december 2013. it came with a couple of new missions, and more content for the four factions in the base game. the expansion is
now available in full, and there's a beta for the next one, dark crusade, which is currently planned for release in may 2014. you'll be taking on the role of heroes and villains alike, some of whom are new to the series and some of which are returning faces from the main campaign. the heroes and villains are
split into three factions: the star makers, the dark lords, and the guardians. each faction gets to play three heroes and three villains in the campaign, which is a nice way to get a feel for the personalities of each of these forces. we'd like to see more villains in the campaign, though, which would also help the

heroes come into their own.
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using this and other mods the player can choose between the different
factions of the army, each with different play styles. the campaign is set in the

old west, and players will be able to choose between the space marine or
eldar factions. in the space marine campaign, players will fight the tyranids,

the necrons, the ork and the dark eldar. the eldar campaign will see the player
fight the night lords, the ork, the dark eldar and the tyranids. when the

astartes was forged, the other primarchs, the chaos gods, the dark eldar and
the ork did not give up without a fight. in their ranks stood some of the most
successful warriors of the age, among them the daemonhunters, the flagship
of the space marine legions. the dark eldar were the last to be defeated. the
chaos gods were defeated by the might of the god-emperor and the ork. and
the daemonhunters, the most successful of the chaos space marine legions,
were at war with the rest of the chaos space marine primarchs, locked in a
bitter struggle over the control of the galaxy. after the chaos space marine

primarchs were defeated, the daemonhunters were among the few who
survived the great devourer. the daemonhunters were the most feared and
the most feared are the most desired. they are also the most feared of the

feared. daemonhunters are fighters. daemonhunters are elite. daemonhunters
are killers. every daemonhunter knows that every single one of them is a

killing machine. here's a mod that makes war very, very interesting. for this
mod, the team behind the codex of xenos unlocked a key feature of the dawn

of war series -- the construction of a base and units -- and made those
elements far more valuable. in short, this adds a layer of complexity to dawn
of war where you will need to balance the strength of your units and buildings
with the strength of your opponent's defenses. it also adds a layer of strategic
depth that wasn't present in the base-building system of the original dawn of

war. 5ec8ef588b
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